There are important connections between radicals of a special Jordan algebra J and its associative envelope A. For the locally nilpotent (Levitzki) radical Jf, Skosyrskii proved ¿¡f(J) = J n S£(A). For the prime (Baer) radical SP, Erickson and Montgomery proved ¿?(J) = J n !?(A) when J = H (A,*) consists of all symmetric elements of an algebra A with involution *. In his important work on prime Jordan algebras, Zelmanov proved 3"(J) = J C\ ¿P(A) for all linear J and all associative envelopes A. In the present paper we extend Zelmanov's result to arbitrary quadratic Jordan algebras. In particular, we see that a special Jordan algebra is semiprime iff it has some semiprime associative envelope.
Throughout this paper we work with algebras over an arbitrary ring of scalars $. A special Jordan algebra is a subspace J c A of an associative algebra A closed under the Jordan products x2 = xx and Uxy = xyx, and hence under their linearizations x ° y = xy + yx and { xyz} = xyz + zyx.
Note that in linear Jordan algebras, where § E$,we can recover Uxy from x2 since 2Uxy = x °(x ° y) -x2 ° y.
As usual, the commutator or Lie product in A is denoted by [x, y] = xy -yx. Since all our Jordan algebras live inside associative algebras, we do not need the axioms or identities characterizing abstract Jordan algebras-all identitites we use are immediate consequences of the above definitions of Jordan products. We do not assume our algebras are unital, and on occasion it will be notationally convenient to use the unital hulls A = $1 ffi A, J = $1 © J obtained by formally adjoining a unit.
An associative algebra A is semiprime if it has no nonzero nilpotent ideals B<A (Bn = 0 for some n, where B1 = B and Bn+l = BB", for BC the linear span of all elements be for b g B, c g C), equivalently no trivial ideals (B2 = 0), equivalently no nonzero trivial elements z (zAz = 0). There is a unique ideal P<A minimal among those whose quotient is semiprime; this prime or Baer radical 0(A) = P may be recursively constructed as £P{A) = ¿Px (A) for suitably large ordinal X0, where &>0(A) = 0, &x+l{A) = Z{B\B<A is nilpotent modulo &>X(A)}, and &>X(A) = lil¡< x&piA) for a limit ordinal X.
An ideal I<J in a Jordan algebra is a subspace I c J such that any Jordan product in J having a factor from / falls back in / (this may be succinctly phrased as U,J + Ujl c /). A Jordan algebra J is semiprime if it has no nilpotent ideals KJ (7[nl = 0 for some n, where the Jordan power /'"' consists of all Jordan products from / of degree > n, counting Uxy as degree 2 in x; here 71"1 c J" when J a A), equivalently no solvable ideals (some Pn) = 0, where 7(0) = / and Pn + l) = Un")Pn); here 7(n> remains an ideal in / if / is, in contrast to I["]; when J c A we have I(n) c I3"), equivalently no trivial ideals (/(1) = U,I = 7'3' = 0). (J is strongly semiprime if it has no trivial elements UZJ = 0; in general this is more restrictive than just being semiprime.) Again there is a unique ideal ¿P(J)<J minimal among those with semiprime quotient, and it may be recursively constructed as ¿?x( J ) as in the associative case via !?x + l(J) = T.{I\KJ is nilpotent modulo ¿PX(J)}. (We obtain a slightly quicker chain of &X(J) by summing the / which are solvable.)
We say an associative A is an associative envelope for J c A if J generates A as associative algebra.
Semiprime Envelope Theorem [3, Lemma 6, p. 93]. // J is a special Jordan algebra, then
&>(J) =Jn&>(A)
for any associative envelope A for J. Thus a special Jordan algebra is semiprime iff it has some semiprime associative envelope.
Proof. We begin by showing that by the induction hypothesis), so we need only prove the assertion (1') for X + 1 given the assertion for X. Now âax + l(A) is the sum of all ideals B<A which are nilpotent modulo í?x(A), B" c !?X(A) for some n = n(B). We claim we have an elemental characterization (2) &>X + X(A) = { x g A\ÂxÂ is nilpotent modulo &X(A)). This is the version we will establish. From now on we assume A is a semiprime envelope for J and / is a trivial ideal in J, and we will prove that 1 = 0. We begin by developing some criteria for things to vanish in a semiprime envelope. Using these criteria we quickly see our trivial ideal / vanishes when A has no 2-torsion. Denote by 7<2> the span of all Jordan squares z2 for z g 7, thus including all z « w (not the associative square I2 = II spanned by all associative products zw). = -x(x ° w')z' + z'x2w' + z'xw'x (z' G 7 anticommutes with x ° w' g 7 by (4)) = -x2w'z' -xw'xz' -x2z'w' -z'xw'x + Iz'xw'x (z' g 7' anticommutes with x2 by (6)) = -x2(w' ° z') -(xw'x)° z' + Iz'xw'x = 0 (by (4), (5)).
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Thus by Criterion I we have S = 0, [x, I'] = 0 for each x, and (7) holds. But then we can apply Criterion III to any c G 7' (note c2 g 7<2> = 0 by (4)) to see c = 0, thus I' vanishes:
(8) 7' = 0.
In particular, {7/7} c 7' = 0, so by Criterion IV for K = 7 we see any z g 7 vanishes,
(9) 7 = 0 as desired. This completes the proof of (3") and the Theorem.
